
RULES & REGULATIONS
● Each week, you must complete at least two (one choice must be math) 

Overtime Homework choices.

● It is up to you to decide when you will complete the choices.  This will be a 
great opportunity to balance your time and learn responsibility.

● Homework choices are due every Friday.  You will have time to share your 
work with your classmates.

● You must also read at least 25 minutes every night--independent reading 
for EL does not count as an Overtime Homework choice. 

● Get excited about trying new things, and I 
hope you get a “kick” over Overtime Homework!  

 OVERTIME homework



OVERTIME homework
MATH Activity: Division Word Problems

Directions: Create 4 division word problems. 

Each word problem must have the remainder
interpreted in a different way. 

Don’t forget to solve each problem and describe 
how you interpreted the remainder.

MATH  Activity:  Math Picture Riddles
Directions: Solve these math picture
riddles to find the final answers.

Extra Challenge: Make one of your
own picture riddles for your 
classmates to solve.



 OVERTIME homework
SCIENCE

& ART

Activity:  Habitat Diorama
Directions:  Choose a habitat and create a diorama from a shoe box or 
small box. You must include at least 6 living things (plants or animals) in 
the habitat and 3 non-living things. Label the living and non-living things 
you included on a separate sheet of paper. Choose one of these habitats:

SCIENCE Activity:  Online Game Time!
Directions: Play two of the fourth grade science games on 
https://www.uen.org/3-6interactives/science.shtml After playing, write a paragraph describing the 
games and explaining which one you think was the most fun and which one was the most educational.

ELA Activity: Word Collage

Directions: In Language Arts, you have been learning how to 
be a researcher. You have learned many important vocabulary 
words relating to your animal and its defense mechanisms. Use 
between 20 and 40 words to create 
a word collage. The word collage must be quality work that 
shows the good effort you put into it. You must use color, and 
you may use interesting fonts and handwriting.

Desert Wetlands

Temperate Grasslands River

Mountains Ocean

Deciduous Forest Coral Reef

Tropical Rainforest Polar Regions

Coniferous Forest Tundra

https://www.uen.org/3-6interactives/science.shtml

